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Abstract 

An electron source such 9s a simple cathode is a cheap and I& device which 
can serve several technological and scientific purposes in space: 

(i) EleCtrostatic charging of a spacecraft can be limited by releasing eleCtrons 
abeumulated on the cbnductive elements of their surfaet?. Clamping the reference 
potential bl Scientific instmments, such as particle deteetors, can significantly 
imprbve their performance in a magnetospheric environment. 

(11) The erbsion of conductive coatings and thc ability of cbnductive paints to 
withstand the space environment can be evaluated by monttbring th6 flbW Jf char (!erl 
particles impinging on their durfaice, that is, by dimply measurhg  the .ate Bt 
whieh electrong are emitted from the chthode. 

(ill) Measuring the current cbllected by the sflacecraft su:i&ce a9 a fslnction. 
of i t B  pbtential with respect to an emitter is 8 very sengitlve diagaostk technique 
whlch can yleld a number of piasma parameter$, such as deislty and temperatuke. 

(h) It is pbsdible to convert the thermal motion of s p a ~ e  plasmas idto dlec,. 
trical energy by callectintj bnergetic electrbns and r s tu rnhg  them to the Medium as 
cbld garticlecl. This cbneept may find applicritions .in the riagnetbsphere of distant 
planits where solar  cells are inefficient. 

(v) A wave in a plasma ie characterized by a conduetitin durreht density whkh 
gives rige to ducttiations of the cuPreht flowing to the surfaze. An ifivCstlgatlon of 
the frbqtiancy epgbtrum of the csrthbde currerit wlll therefoh? disclose the exis k n e e  
of iAectromagnetic and electrostatic waves *ithotit using an) antenna. 
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The potentt81 of a body in space is cleflned by the eurt'ent balaliCe of the charged 
parttcled emitted and &ollected bJi i ts surface. In equilibrium the diff ?Pence be- 
tween the hows of plasma electrons &nd ions equals the rate at which electrbru 
extracted from the surface by photb- and secondary emissions are escaping intJ 
the surrounding plasma. 

develops a potential sufficiently negative to Iiinlt the iricofiilig ilof of these particles 
and to make i t  equal to the combined contribution of the other dpekies. ?he magni- 
tude of this potential is then in direct proportion to the teinperature o l  the ambient 
electrons. Such conditions are often met in dense o r  hot plasmas wiien surface 
emtssion.cannot aiatch the net flow of ambient particles. hi planetary outer mag- 
netospheres, the electron mean kinetic eliergy is so high that surface potentials of 
the order of several. kilovolts a r e  frequently elieouatered. This phenomenon, 
commonly referred to as spacecraft charging, disturbs the particle population in 
the surrounding plasma and is therefure a. Source of interferences for scientific 
measurements. 

It hau also been observed that different materials insulatkd from eaeh other 
do not reach the same floating potential. This differential khargifig gives rise tb 
large electric fiielda between adjleent elements and cati cause disrharges which 
are responsible fbr the d&grsCation of L ecrhft materials and anomaLks in the 
behaviour of electronic subsystems, 2, 

an attempt to understand and cbntrol these phenomefia. 
simple. The entire surface of the spacecraft must be! made conduetive in arder  to 
be equipotential and the negative charge accumulated on this bady must be releaged 
intb space through an electrbn emitter. 

A number of materials, conductive coatings, and paints have been develuped 
and qualified, and ne@ testing procedures have been se t  up to check the ability of 
the spacecraft to withstand the magnetbdpheric environment. 

crhft with its enaronment, % 
able for contrdlling the electtostatk! potential of B spacecraft. It is d&riohstrated 
that electron emitters are requistte tb any scleritiflc mission in a magnetospheric 
envhhment ,  in the vicinity bf Jupiter in partieular. It LB also emphasized that 
electrbn sources ban be simultaneously used for a number of addittorial tasks such 
as monitoring the degradation a€ spacecraft material slirfaces, cbnvertihg the 
thermal motion of plasrilas into elbctrical energy, measuring the detisitb and tem- 
peiwture of the ambient electrons, esid receiving waves wlthotiit aerictlg. 

When the randam flvx of the plasma eleetfbns is relatively large, the sl:rface 

1 

This situation has led up dcieniists and engineers to compound their effort in 
The basic remedies are 

This paper recapltlllates the principled which gbvem the interaction 6f a space- 
and reviews the various techniques which are avail- 
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2.1 Spscouraft ikirhout Emitter 

The Variaths 6f the different current cbmpotfents collected by a planar probe 
in space a h  fuuriction of its poLentih1 a r e  schematieally Pepresented in Flgcire 1, 
W!.rre i, and ii a r e  the ambient electron and ion contrihtibds, M d  i Ph is the! cu t -  
rent due to photoelectron emission. Secondary emission is negleeted in first  
approximation and the pdtential CP is referred to that of infinity. 

... 

Figure 1. Current-Voltage Character.atfix 6. a Probe in a 
Plasma 

It 1s asdumetl that the v&rioud species have Maxwellian distributions, and that 
the magnitude of the Saturation c t r r en t  of the plasma electrons les is mueh 1aPger 
than that af the ions Lis; the phbtoelebtrm saturation cdrr@nt i d  nbtetl iphs. 

The current balance id defhed by 

i e + i i + l  = o  , 
Ph 

I .  

I 
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and the MdatinCJ pbteAtihl is  given by 

lnl  iphs ' iis I 
'f 'ph Leg 

when I ies I < I iphs + is I .  The quantities 9, and 9 

tials of the plasma electrbnS and .photbeUctrozis,. respectively. 

by the curve labelledICO in Figrlre 1. The floating potentiti1 af0 is negative and 
approxitnately equal to -3. be in the case of .an hydrogen plasma in .thermal 
r~quilibrium..~ In a magnetospheric environment, 9, can be bf the order of .1-10 kV, 
which explains a h y  a geostationary spacecraft develops large negative potentials 
during eclipsed. 
emisdibn candot balance the flbw bf ambient particles. This ccrnditiori is occasion- 
ally fulfilled in the Earth envirbnment, but it must always be met in the magneto- 
sphere of Jilpiter where the photoemission rate ie 27 times less than at the Earth's 
orbit. 

emission ssrturatibh current is genepally predbitiinant; this situation is illustrated 
by the curve labelled Icl in Figure 1. The corresponding floating potential +fl  is 
given by Eq. (3) and is of the order of the photaelectrm mean kirietic potential, 
which i b  typically equal to 1. 5V. 

a r e  the mean kinetic poten- 

= 0) is illustrated 

Ph * 

Ph 
The current-voltage characteristie bf a body in  shadow (i 

lo The same situation also o tcurs  in smlight when photo- 

In a relatively &old ahd rarefied plasma, such as ti& solar wind, the photo- 

11 

2.2 Spec*@rreft fiith Klecftdn Emitter 

A spacecraft fitted with an electrbn sourcb is schematically represehted in 
Fijyri! 2a, The electrbn source and the conducttve elements of the spacecraft 
surface are referpdd to as the emitter (E) and the ctilleetor ((3, resgectively. It 
is adsumed that the emitter and Collector are suffidently declrugled, so that theil' 

* The klhktic potential of a charged parttcle is giveii by the magilttude of the accel- 
erating voltage assoclated with tts ktnetic erlergy. The kitietic poterrtfal, in V, 
therefape, I s  measured bd: the sarrie ntithber as the klnettc BnCrgy, lii CV. 
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current volta$e characteristics are, In ftrst approximation, iddbpond6nt of their 
sepbriittbh. 

in Figure 2b and c by the curves labelled IE; the vbltage r ek t ence  is that of the 
sutroundid& plasma, not that of tH6 spacecraft. The area  of the emitter is rela-  
tively small and its current is, theretors, irtsensitive to the flhlres of photons and 
ambient particles. When electron emission is space charge limited, IE is propor- 
tional to (-+?I2. The shape of the chatacter is tk is otherwise defined by the tem- 
peratul'e! of the emitter, as well as by the mamitude! of the electric field at its 
surfaC8. '' It is assumed that the saturatiori current of th& emitter is larger than 
that of the ambient electrons, whith can always be easily fulfLlled. 

The vbltagle-CurfCrit charaCtefistiC bf the emitter {s seh&natlcally Fepresented 

Figure 2. cur ren t  Balance and Potentials of Emitt t r  and 
Collector 

When collbctbr and emitter are cbtnecthd tht-ough a voltage sohrce +B, their  
respective pcitential cbc and QIE are linkha by the relation 
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and the emitted and colle&ted curretits are of course equal, 

IE=Ic=IFj , 

as illustrated in Fi&ul'ti 2. 

3. POSSidLE USES OF ELECTRON EMlTTEkS 

T T 
'b 

5 

3.1 Spixcecreft Potentid Clamping 

When the bias voltale aB is zero, the equilibrium potential of the collector - 
emitter combination is defilied by the intersection of the curves IC and IE. In a 
magnetospheric environment the floating pptential &an then be maintained at a few 

potential of the cbllector can e ~ e t !  be adjusted to t e r o  exactly by biasing its pbtbn-- 
t ial  positively with respect to that of the emitter uriti1-a break in the slope of the 
characteristic is observed. The ability to control the spa&ecraft potential allows 
one to mhimize the perturbation to the envirotiment and pravides a stable voltage 
reference for scientific instruments. 

An eleetron emitter caxhiat indeed reduce the floating potential when phbto- 
emission is predominaat (Figure 2c), but this is a relatively dnipor ta r i t  point 
sirice this positive potential is typically o€ the order  of 3V. 

volts, rather than several kV negative, as illustrated in Figure 2b. 13, ", l 5  The 

17 

3.2 PI astnti DidgnosticS 

It will be seen in the fullawing that the potential of thb emitter is practically 
independent of its current: this system operates like a potential reference with 
respect to which the cbllector may be biased. The emitted current may be meas- 
ured as functian of the bias pbtential. The spacecraft theri behaves like a Langmuir 
probe" with a collecting area equal to that of the conductive parts of its 
surface. 19, 2o ?'his technique for measuring electron density arid temperature is 
elttremely semitivC, and i rremlari t ies  in pladma densities cad be detected by 
intresti$titing the low frequency nuctuatlbns of the collected current. 

The electron saturation current can be moni- 
tbred under all circumstanced, and this measure- 
ment is absolutely not impaired by photoemission 
(see F t p e  2c). A variable resis tbr  k can replace 
the vbltage sourcc , ad shown in Pigure 3, but the 
bias voitalfe 4 1~ cBri only tdk8 negative values. 
ThIs passtbllity is nevertheless extreihelg 

Figtwe 3. Negative 
Blas of the Collector 
Using a Resistor 

c 
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adtrahtagebus iti energetic piasmas where voltages of several kV would be required 
ta dcscrtbe the characteristic down to the floating potential. 

1.3 \h i tor ing hr VUIMHI $irfat*tr Ur~vudntioh 

Spacecraft are partiy covered with materials and paints, generally insulators, 
in order to maintain the temperature withid specified limits. Conductive paints 
and coatings have Consequently bedd developed to cope wtth the problem of differ- 
ential charging. Sclar cell cbvers and second supface mir rors  can similarly be 
covered with 100 i  .;. r.ck layers of Indium oxide which also insures electric pbten- 
tial uniformity, brit are optically tradsparent. 21  

The ability of these condhctive materials to keep 
TI% MATERIAL theii- properties in space under the bombardment of 

energetic pattiCles can be easily tested in situ, ad 
illustrated in Figure 4. The current collected by the 
test material, It, is simply cbmpared to that imping- 
ing on a metallic surface, Ir, taken as a refereli&e. 
This measuremefit is ihstantanebus and independent 
of the prbperties of the cathode. Figure 4. Test on 

3.1 Enecgy Conversion 

It has been shown previously that energy can be dissipated ih zi resistor when the 
flbating potential is negative (Figure 5). It is therefore possible to colivert the 
thermal mbtian of eleetrand into el lc tr ical  power. 22 This conkept may find appli- 
cations in space endronments where energetic plasmas a r e  likely to be found,.. but 
suffickhtly distant from the sun to render the use of photovoltaic conversion 
unpractical. Such conditions a r e  met in the maghetospheres of distant planets such 
as Jupiter and Saturn. 

the available electric energy equals (1.37 for a Maxwellian energy distribution. 

function of the ambient plasrrna dengity, Ne, and m e a  kinetic Dotential, +e, in 
Figure 5. Ik the kbllecttng area of the spacecraft is insufficient, the power output 
can be Wcreased by the adjunction of a large $ail made of metallic fbil, far 
example. 

It may be possible ta rea th  specific pew& equivalent to that of the Padto- 
lsotope thermal generators presently used foot. the outer piatretary mibslons, 25.26 

thrit is, &.few Wkg'i, ppbvlded the plasmal power density input lies in the range 
iO-2-lb-1 I"". This figure tnay be met In the edvironment of Jupiter, but is 
has to be estabiished by proper in sitti measurements. 

LS- 
Material Surface 
Degradation 

23.24 

The efficienty of this system, that is, the ratio of the plasma energy input to 

The cbrrespondhg maximuni pcrwer autput per in 2 of coilecting surface is given as  

209 
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FigUre 5. Maximum Power Density Output as 
a Function of the Electron Density and Mean 
Kinetic Patentidi 

+ 
A wave propagated in a plasma is characterized by an eiectric field E, a 

magnetic! field if, ahd a conduction current density 3. These three quantities a r e  
related by Maxwellis equations! 

v x 8  = 5 .+ a $/at , (7) 

where po and E~ are the vacuuin permeability and permittivity. Time and space 
variations are assumed to be of the form exp fCg - ut), where and w 2af are 
the wave veCtoi. and a q p l a r  frequency, r ahd t a r e  space and time variables. 

After ii'ourier transformation of Eq. (6 )  and (71, and elimination of 8, the 
projection of 3 parallel and perp&idlctalar to the wave vector a r e  rbpectively 
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Where E,, and E a re  the projoctlons of E; alohg dtrecttons respectively parallel 
ahd pcrp0ndtculat’ to k, and I( le the refractive illdex of the mcdlum. 

1 4  

The wave coitdirctiott current which can be intercepted is  

I y A c J  , (161 

where J is the modulus o f?  and A, is the cross section a rea  of the collector in a 
plahe perpeddicular to J. This current is superitnposed on the random plasma ion 
and electron currefits. The information carried by the ambient charged particles 
is consequently best detected when the spacecraft is collecting the saturation CUT- 

rent of these spedes .  27D 28 The collector pbtential must therefore be maintained 
at a value near tb zero, o r  possibly be biased at a few volts positive i f  photoemis- 
sion is preponderant (Figure 2b and c). NegleCting the ion contribution this dc 
current is then approximately given by 

+ 

i es = A J e  , 

where A is the entire callectifig area, and 

(11) 

is the electron random current density, id the case of a MaxWelliati energy dis- 
tribtition. The quantities e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively. 

The level of the smallest detectable signal is, of course, limited by the shot 
noise resulting frotn the random arr ival  of plasma particles to the spacecraft su2- 
face and the randotn emissidn of electrons frotn the cathode into the envirohment. 
The r o d  m e a  sqixite deviation of ies in a frequent bandwidth B therefore defines 
the lowest ifieastirable wave conduction current 29, 38, 31 

The capability of this technique can be assessed by comparing i ts performance 
to that of ah eiketric aer ial  id a gtveri bandwidth. This is sifnply achieved by 
eduatihg Eq. (101 atid (131, and ekpressing the sensitivity in terms of electric field 
i3, rather than conducttoh current J. 

Consider a wave with a transverse electric field (E = El), for example, afi 
electromagnetic wave On an idotroplc plasma o r  a longitudlnal wave tn a magneto- 
plasma. Combinihg Eq. (9)-(13) yields 

211 
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Where the electrorl plasma frbqukhcy l o  ddflned - 

and the eollectol' I s  taken to be a sphere of radiu, 0 ,  chat is, A = 4 A,. 

numerical valued yields 
Using the MKSA system oP units and replachg various qudntities by theit. 

7 

i 

(15) 

The sensitivity to longitudinal electric fields and tb electfostatie waves in 
general (E E,,) can be evaluated i f  E& (8) is used, the equivalent sehsitivity then 
becomes 

Under mast cohdltians and pfovided the sensitivity and fi-equency response of 
the current meashpirig device permits, this concept allows the det@cttofi of waves 
with electric field spectPal density of the ordef of 1(1'6-10'8 V m-l Hzm1I2 up tb 

freqtienkies equal to a few times that of the loeal plasma resoxiatice. In this fre- 
quency range, these performances are ceftatrlly comparable to those of &her t@es 
of aritentid tisbd ih spaee. 

4. I 1,dretion of itie Emitter 

It ts destPable to optlmlze the plasiha dlagnostlc measurement., by mounting 
the electron source at some distance from the collector. Coupltilg ahd mutual 
interactions are indeed the result of the direct interceptlon by the spacecraft of a 

2 i2 
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frnctlan of the cmittsd curront. Trajectoriw o f  clcctronn emitted wi th  zcru 
vebclty are illustrated in Figuf-e 6. If can bc .icon that thc rule of thc :;ipacccraft 

is mirlimbL evdh when its potbntial i s  marc positive than that of tkc emitter, 

w I 'b': 

. _  . _ I  

Fiylre 6. Electron Tfajectorie; ih an Axial Syfnnietrical Field 

Potential clamping is mope efficient if the electric properties of the electroh 
soliree environtnetit a r e  as little as possible influenced by the proximity of the 
spacecraft. The potedtiai devdbped by the collector ih the vicinity of the emitter 
has s6 far beetl tak& BqUal to zero, but this assumption is only valid at large 
distances from its slrrfaad;e. Approximating the co1lc:"tor by a sphere of radius p ,  

the patenttal at a distance r from its center is given b,. 

4 j b ; , = ( P c ? ,  P . 
The effect of probe separation is graphically demonstrated in Figure 7. When 

the potmtial referenci " - " e emitter charactesbtic is shifted by the ainouht given 
by Eq. (181, the colier 1 , ent!al becomes 

2 13 
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Figure 7. Effect of Coilector-Emitter 
Separation 

where 4; is the spacecraft potential for infinite separation. The quantity dIe/dIE 
Which represents the ratio of the collectof. and einitter current variations for a 
given voltage increment is ciose to zero in energetic plasmas. The result given 
by Eq. (191 is ihdead approximate since it does not account for direct electron flow 
betweed emitter and collector, but it shows the tendency for the spacecraft pbten- 
tiai to increase with decreasing separatiori. 

Potentfa1 clathping can be achieved without biaa vbltage. It can be anticipated, 
ho@evdr, that limitatfons caused by space charge near the einitter and pottratlal 
bar r ie l s  resulting from differential charging, as observed on ATS 632 and possibly 
Pioneer 10, 33 are: more important Whed the electroii source is mounted too close 
to the eurface (Fljjure sa). Nevertheless, i t  has been demonstrated that spacecraft 
potenttds could be controlled with an emitter mounted in an open cavity under t h e  
surface, but only for limited periods of time (Figure ab). In fact, i f  electrons a r e  
emitted wtth zero velocity, their injection into the plasma is impossible unless the 
emitter ts biased negatively with respect to the collector, This type of considera- 
tion naturally leads to the concept o f  electron guns wi th  grid system (Flgut*e Bc), 
such as those mounted on the ISEk-A spacecraft. 34,35 

2 14 
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( a )  f b )  I C 1  

Figure 8. Three Emltter-Collector Cenflgu: ations 

4.2 1 ' ) I l b W  d l  Emliter 

4.2 .1  ACTIVE EMITTERS 

Electron emission from a metal in vacuum is a function of its temperature and 
of the electric field existing at its surface, 

Thermoionic emission describes the situation where temperature is the most 
important parameter. A directly heated tuhgsten filament is the simplest type of 

emitter but i t  dissipates a. power of several W. An indirectly heated cathode 
impregnated with a barium compound requires less than 1W of heating power and 
offers in addition a uniform surface potential (Figure 9a and b). 

IMPREGNAT ED CONE ARRAY TUNGSTEN PELLET 

Figure 9. Three Types of Active Electron Emitter . 

Electron held emissiod occurs Wheri an electric: field of the order  of 1f~'Vm-l 
exists at the surface of a metal. Cathodes working ori this principle, that LY, wlth- 
out any heater, have recently been developed using thin film t e c h n o l ~ g y . ~ ~  Elec- 
trons are extracted from an a r ray  of sharply pointed cones and a voltage of the 
order of 100 V is applied on a perforated electrode called gate, located at libout 
1 um (Figwe Dc). Controlllng the energy of the emitted electrons, and thus the 
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potontinl of the spncocrnft, roqulros tho oxldencc of nn nddltionnl grid plncc4 in 
front of tho gato nnd clwtrtcnlly btamd with rc,rpoct to thc collcctc,r. Tho ;itrue- 
tura of t h l ~  emlttor then r o s o m b h  very much thnt of a nilnlnburc rtlcctron @n 
with typtcel dimenslono af 1 mm; chclray 11.1 only roquircd for nccolcrnting thc 
QlbCt rOnB.  

The saturation ctrront  of thew cathode$, of the order of wvernl  rnA, ir, 
always larger than tho p l ~ ~ n i a  slectrad saturation cutvent collwtcd by thc s.lpoc*c. - 
craft. The satumtisn currbilt density id a plasma characterkcd by Nc 
ahd 1 kV, for example, is  less thnn 1 j .~ A I I I - ~ .  Ekctron emtssion is there- 
foore space charge limited ltkr: in a dtodb add the current is of the form 

1 cnr-" 

If IE is measured id A and 
function of the ratio ra/rc of the anode-to-cathode ratio. 

symmetry are assumed; rc is given by the physical dimension of the cathode and 
ra is the distance over whieh space-charge neutrality is restored in the plasma, 
that is, a distance of the order of the Debye leilgth. 

ra/rc ranging from 10 to i o  . Also shown is the electron current collected by a 
conductive sphere of radius 2 m, in various plasma environmehts, Fhotoelectron 
and ion currents arb neglected. The clamping potential in absence of any biasing 
voltage is definsd by the intersection of two of these curves; i t  is seen that this 
potential is not much influenced by the ratio ra/rc, and is of the order of 0.1-1OV 
negative for electr tns  etnittad with zero energy. 

in V, K = 3 x for spherical symmetry and a iJ 
37 

In first approximation, idfinite collector-emitter separation and spkerical 

The cathode curredt is  represented by straight lines in Figure 10 for values of 
6 

4 . 4 . 2  PASSIVE EMITTER 

An entirely passive emitter can be simply made of sharp-pointed filaments, 
electricaliy connected to the spacecraft but positioned at a distance equal to a few 

19 times the typical ditnension of the trehicle,. as shown in the insert of Figure 11. 
The separation is requisite since it ensures that the strength of the electric field 
at the tips is not reduced by the charge induced in the surface of the main body. 

It is assumed that the collector is  a sphere, 1 m in radius, immersed in a 
Mnxwellimi plasma with Ne = 1 emm3 and 9, - 1 kV. The separation between the 
emitter ad? the surface is considered to be much larger than the  Jphere radius. 
In fuct, for 8 distance of 3 radii, the clamping potential ts within 25 percent of the 
value obtained for infinite separation. The emitter is made of 100 tips with a 
curvature radlus a - 0.1 um: the emissive area is taken to be 2na3 and the strength 
of the electric field at the  tips is of the order of 19,/al. 

38 
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Figure 10. Determination of the Clamping Potential with 
an Active Electron Emitter 

Figure 1 i .  Determination of the Clamping Potentla1 Wth Passive Elec- 
tron Field Bmitter 
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The current eharacterl9ttc of the emitter is  gtven by the Fadler-Nordhetm 
equation, 39 and the pJtentia1 of the sphere equal tb -$SUO V without emttter 
(-3,  is LncreBMd tb -316 V when ctldhected to the emltter; pbtenttal clbser to 
zero a r e  certainly possible With shkrper pothts. Thr current that t a n  be ctnitted 
Potitsu&Ba&-obb is limited by thermal dbsipattoh and i$ bf the order bf 3 mA. 

Eleetron entttters can prevent ti spacecraft frotfi ac~umulatifig negative chzipges 
and clamp its potential close to zero, provided its surface is cbnductive. As such, 
they should be part of any scientific magnetospheric payload because they signifi- 
cantly increase the value of. field and particle measurements, in +articular. 

Ihformation on the ambiblit medium cjctl be obtained at a very little ettra cbst; 
duch a diagnostic Lechnique is v12i.y sensitive in rlrefled plasma and can disclose 
small scale irregularities irl the electron dbn?ity. The existence of electromag- 
netic and electrostatic waves can also bt! detected, without any antenha, by i n e s t i -  
gating the krequency spectrum of the emitted current, that id, observing the cur- 
reht fluctuhtians associated with the Blterhative motion of the ambient particles. 

Electron emitters also have interesting' technologicaL applications; they can 
moriitbr the degrzidatibh of conduttive paints and coating in space and trgnsfbrm 
the thermal agitatibn of a plasma into electrieal energy. 

The chbick of a system for space appliCBtiotU is motivated by cbnsiderationd 
on reliability, weight, and po fe r  consumption.- A thin-film fi&ld emidsion needs 
no heating but required a grid system for electron ettractian and energy control. 
A paddive electron emitter is very simple but must be mounted on a boom with a 
length larger than the typical dimension of the collectbr. Predently, iridirectly 
Heated dispenser cathbded seem to offer the best comprise between lhese varibus 
requirements. The:/ have been ektensively tested in the laboratmy and h u e  life- 
times longer tlihn one year. Provided they are mbufited on an appendage of mod- 
erate  length, say 0.5 m, they can clamp a spaceCraR at a potentt&l-hetween -10 
&nd -1 V and perform mast bf their functions without any grid o r  polarl2ation 
sydtem. 
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The author wishes to thmk the Ehropetln Obfice of Aerospace Researth and 
Development for arraneingi and suppbrtihg h i s  paetkipatibn at the Conterence, 
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